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Updated CCSBT ERS Pamphlets

Background
ERSWG9 considered the recommended changes to the Seabird and Shark pamphlets and
agreed that the Secretariat should continue work on finalising the pamphlets intersessionally.
The Secretariat has finalised the updated ERS pamphlets as agreed at ERSWG 9 and copies
of the pamphlets, translated to all Member languages with the assistance of all relevant
members, have been placed on the CCSBT web site near the bottom of the ByCatch
Mitigation page.
The English version of the seabird and shark pamphlets are provided of Attachment A and B
respectively.

Prepared by the Secretariat

Attachment A

A Guide to Reduce
the Incidental Catch of Seabirds
in Longline Fisheries

CONTENTS
Introduction / Q&A on Seabirds
■
How to reduce bait loss (and seabird deaths)
■
Care for live seabirds on hooks
■
      
Names of Seabirds Caught Incidentally in SBT Fisheries
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Q1

Q6

Introduction

How long can some seabirds live?
Some seabirds such as Wandering albatross and
Royal albatross categorised as Large Albatrosses
can live over 60 years.

If I don’t get caught on this,
I live for over 60 years

Q2
How long does an albatross egg
take to hatch?
About 70 days.

Seabirds are being incidentally caught in
various commercial longline fisheries in
the world, and concerns are arising about
the impact of this incidental catch. The
specific concern is that longline fishing is
a known significant sources of mortality
for some species of seabirds and that the
level of mortality may be the primary cause
of the observed decline in some seabird

     
all over the world to conserve seabird
      
        
alien species which are harmful to seabirds,
        
seabirds incidentally, need to address the
issue with a view to conserving the seabird
populations by reducing the incidental
catch of seabirds. Unless fishing practices
are changed to minimise seabird captures,
       

When baits are removed from hooks by
seabirds, those hooks will not catch fish.
!        " 
gear and its use, which will allow fewer or

How deep do birds dive ?
        "
  #  "
$



%    &

٨ using a correctly made and set bird line,

Most albatross can dive up to about five meters,
however other birds like shearwaters can bring bait
to the surface where bigger birds like albatross may
seize it. Shearwaters may dive up to 70 meters.

٨ %    

Watch out kids!
Albatross can dive to 5 m,
Shearwaters up to 70 m !

٨ '    
٨   
٨ thawing bait,
٨ colouring bait
٨        

Q5

٨  
٨    (  % 

How long can an albatross stay at sea
     

'  
٨   
٨ an aware crew.
Brief explanations of these mitigation
measures are given in the “How to reduce
  )   *+    
pamphlet.

After leaving the nest, five years may go by before
the bird will return to land again.
Don't fish
near Bird Lines!

70 days
at last

I'll be back
in five years!

Q4
Only one egg in two years.

Q3

My precious
baby!

How many eggs does an albatross, a
petrel or a shearwater lay?
One each year and for some species, like the
Wandering albatross, only one every two
years.
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At what age dose an albatross
      
Between four and nine months.

Q&A
on
Seabirds

Between  and
nine months old
Great
son !

Look mum,
I can fly!
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How to reduce bait loss (and seabird deaths)
In most cases, it is necessary to use multiple mitigation measures in
combination to successfully minimise seabird bycatch.

Using a correctly made and set Bird
scaring line/Tori line

Weighting branch lines
Obviously with more
weight on branch lines,
baits will sink faster
and out of reach of
 8  
    % 
on the branch-line is
 
to increase the sink
     = %     
close to the hook. If not weighted correctly,
        
lines to rise to the water surface. If this happens,
  %         "
and bait can be taken by birds at the surface.
5      %  ? 
caught during hauling, can indicate that the set
line has been lying close to the surface. When
using weighted lines however, crew members
must be careful about their safety when handling
the line.

A bird scaring line (also called a tori line) is
simply used to scare seabirds from the bait.
1       % (  
towed astern directly above the area in which
baits enter the water. Baits can be taken by a
  2     % 
           
 3 4  5" 8   
         8 
are inexpensive, easy to construct and set and
if they are used correctly, they will serve to not
only reduce seabird deaths, but will also help
"      
99458   :3 ;   
<  8 = +  %

Setting gear at night
= '         
    "  
        5
      % 
take baited hooks set at night. Also, some
      ;  
White-chinned petrels and shearwaters search
          
  3        
       ' @%
           
birds than lines which are set partly or wholly in
    C  '   
%          
on moonlit nights, and with appropriate
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Reducing lighting
Birds rely on their eyes to see baits in order
to take them, so floodlights which brightly
illuminate a large area astern assist them to do
this. Where it does not compromise safety on
board, operators can reduce seabird catches by
  

Bait quality
Baits that are frozen or
bait which have air in
their swim bladders are
likely to be taken by birds.
Both are more likely to
D    %
making them easy pickings for birds. Use fully
thawed baits and avoid bait types that have a
high incidence of air retained in swim bladder.

Colouring bait
Blue dyed bait is less
visible in the water and
shows some promise as
another way to reduce
incidental captures of
seabirds without reducing
 " 

Using bait casting machines
5     
if used carefully, can aid
placement of hooks within
    
bird scaring lines and away
from propeller turbulence
to help increase sink rates.

Haul mitigation
Seabirds can also be caught during hauling,
especially if branch lines are recovered too
% 8          
        E
for birds to catch bait. Bird curtains are also
      
       "  
         
baited hooks.

Paying close attention to wind and
setting course
It is important that the mainline is set such
             
  8    (  
      %  '
  %%  1    
       
more available to birds.

Retaining offal
Discarding any edible materials from your vessel
  '      
the number of birds following the vessel and
encourages them to search intensively for baits.
G       " 
        
  %   '   "  
will reduce the number of birds feeding behind
your vessel.

An aware crew
It is important that
crew members
    
needed to reduce
capture of seabirds.

Request to fishers
4    J 
measures (such as colouring bait) are under
development or are in the improvement stage.
We would therefore appreciate any feedback
 "         
     "  
observed as a result of using the measures.
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are or li e seabirds on hoo s
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ortant

Never try and extract a hook backwards as considerably more damage will be
caused.
If removing an internally embedded hook will cause further damage to the
bird, just cut the line as close as possible to the hook, and leave it in place.
For further advice, if you have an injured or dead bird or if you come across a
banded bird, contact your local authorities.
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A Comparative Table in Five Languages on Names of Seabirds Caught Incidentally in SBT Fisheries
Classification

ID
No.

Albarosses Diomededidae
Large Albatrosses

English

Japanese

Korean

Mandarin

Indonesian

Diomedea exulans

Wandering albatross

ࡢ࠲ࠕࡎ࠙࠼

먥겕뙑꿮

ṫᴱାᄤ⠃

Elang laut penjelajah

Diomedea antipodensis

Antipodean albatross

ࠕࡦ࠹ࠖࡐ࠺ࠬࡢ࠲ࠕࡎ࠙࠼

꼙벥봱黉겕뙑꿮

ឭᵄାᄤ⠃

Elang laut Antipodean

Diomedea amsterdamensis

Amsterdam albatross

ࠕࡓࠬ࠹࡞࠳ࡓࠕࡎ࠙࠼

꼉걙묁ꌩ鲩겕뙑꿮

㒙ᆊᣁ․ਤፉାᄤ⠃

-

Diomedea dabbenena

Tristan albatross

ࠧ࠙ࡢ࠲ࠕࡎ࠙࠼

뱭ꍡ걙뫩겕뙑꿮

ፕᣁမାᄤ⠃

-

Diomedea epomophora

Southern Royal albatross

ࡒ࠽ࡒࠪࡠࠕࡎ࠙࠼

驝ꜵ섥겕뙑꿮

ධᣇ⊞ኅାᄤ⠃

Elang laut royal selatan

Diomedea sanfordi

Northern Royal albatross

䉨䉺䉲䊨䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

Ꜷꜵ섥겕뙑꿮

ർᣇ⊞ኅାᄤ⠃

Elang laut royal utara

3 Phoebetria fusca

Sooty albatross

䉴䉴䉟䊨䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

阵냵ꏭꍡ겕뙑꿮

ὖାᄤ⠃

-

4 Phoebetria palpebrata

Light-mantled sooty albatross

䊊䉟䉟䊨䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

쁁ꩾ麦阵냵ꏭꍡ겕뙑꿮

Ἧ⢛ὖାᄤ⠃

Elang laut kelabu tua

Thalassarche melanophrys

Black-browed albatross

䊙䊡䉫䊨䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

阵냵鮽ꫢ겕뙑꿮

㤤⋲ାᄤ⠃

Elang laut beralis hitam

Thalassarche impavida

Campbell albatross

䉨䊞䊮䊔䊦䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

롕ꙝ阵냵鮽ꫢ겕뙑꿮

ဏၭῺାᄤ⠃

Elang laut Campbell

Thalassarche cauta

Shy albatross

䉺䉴䊙䊆䉝䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

鬭ꅆꜵꍡ阵냵鮽ꫢ겕뙑꿮

⟮ᕎାᄤ⠃

-

Thalassarche steadi

White-capped albatross

䉥䊷䉪䊤䊮䊄䊊䉳䊨䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

섥ꏭꍡ阵냵鮽ꫢ겕뙑꿮

⊕㗡ାᄤ⠃

Elang laut berkepala putih

Thalassarche eremita

Chatham albatross

䉼䊞䉺䊛䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

뗹뫵겕뙑꿮

爌朝娈捐觨

Elang laut Chatham

Thalassarche salvini

Salvin's albatross

䉰䊦䊎䊮䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

ꪅꟽ겕뙑꿮

⮋᳁ାᄤ⠃

Elang laut Salvin

7 Thalassarche bulleri

Buller's albatross

䊚䊅䊚䊆䊠䊷䉳䊷䊤䊮䊄䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

ꜽꆡ겕뙑꿮

Ꮣ᳁ାᄤ⠃

Elang laut buller

1

2

Dark-colored Albatrosses

Scientific Name

Other Albatrosses
5

6

Grey-headed albatross

䊊䉟䉧䉲䊤䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

쁁ꩾꏭꍡ겕뙑꿮

Ἧ㗡ାᄤ⠃

Elang laut berkepala kelabu

Thalassarche chlororhynchos

Atlantic yellow-nosed albatross

䊆䉲䉨䊋䊅䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

鲵꽆鬭ꅆ뤉겕뙑꿮

ᄢᵗ轁萍蘘谭蟇

-

Thalassarche carteri

Indian Yellow-nosed albatross

䊍䉧䉲䉨䊋䊅䉝䊖䉡䊄䊥

넭鵹꽆鬭ꅆ뤉겕뙑꿮

ශᐲᵗ轁萍蘘谭蟇

-

10 Macronectes giganteus

Southern giant petrel

䉥䉥䊐䊦䊙䉦䊝䊜

驝ꗞ먥ꗉ鲙뇑ꟹ

ධᣇᏂ꠳

Burung petrel raksasa selatan

11 Macronectes halli

Northern giant petrel

䉨䉺䉥䉥䊐䊦䊙䉦䊝䊜

Ꜷꗞ먥ꗉ鲙뇑ꟹ

ർᣇᏂ꠳

Burung petrel raksasa utara

Fulmars

12 Daption capense

Cape petrel

䊙䉻䊤䊐䊦䊙䉦䊝䊜

ꗉ鲙ꟹ鸍韥

ᶏⷺ꠳

Burung petrel tanjung

Petrels

13 Puffinus carneipes

Flesh-footed shearwater

䉝䉦䉝䉲䊚䉵䊅䉩䊄䊥

Ꜿ냵ꗑ걩ꩽ

⡺⿷᳓⭿㠽

Burung penciduk berkaki merah-daging

14 Puffinus griseus

Sooty shearwater

䊊䉟䉟䊨䊚䉵䊅䉩䊄䊥

阵뇊걩ꩽ

ὖ᳓⭿㠽

Burung penciduk hitam

15 Pterodroma macroptera

Great-winged petrel

䊊䊈䊅䉧䊚䉵䊅䉩䊄䊥

먥驕闑걩ꩽ

ᄢ⠅꠳

Burung petrel muka kelabu

16 Procellaria aequinoctialis

White-chinned petrel

䊉䊄䉳䊨䉪䊨䊚䉵䊅䉩䊄䊥

섥뫦ꗉ鲙뇑ꟹ

⊕㗞꠳

Burung petrel paruh putih

17 Procellaria parkinsoni

Black petrel

䉪䊨䊚䉵䊅䉩䊄䊥

섆ꗉ鲙뇑ꟹ

㤤㘑꠳

Burung petrel hitam

18 Procellaria westlandica

Westland petrel

䉡䉣䉴䊃䊤䊮䊄䉪䊨䊚䉵䊅䉩䊄䊥

걪덵ꗉ鲙뇑ꟹ

꠳

Burung petrel Westland

19 Procellaria cinerea

Grey petrel

䉥䉥䊊䉟䉟䊨䊚䉵䊅䉩䊄䊥

쁁ꩾꗉ鲙뇑ꟹ

Ἧ㘑꠳

Burung petrel kelabu

8 Thalassarche chrysostoma
9

Petrels Procellaridae
Giant Petrels
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Attachment B

Commission for the Coservation of
Southern Bluefin Tuna
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collection, shark biology, shark resources,
The Ecologically Related Species Working

and shark identification have been

Group (ERS WG) has been established

included.

under the Commission for the Conservation
of Southern Bluefin Tuna (CCSBT) to

In 1998, the Food and Agriculture

investigate the nature and extent of the

Organization developed an “International

interaction of species that are ecologically

Plan of Action for the Conservation

linked to southern bluefin tuna (SBT) in

and Management of Sharks (IPOA-

the fishery. The ERS WG also provides

Sharks)”. The objective of the IPOA-

information and advice on issues relating

Sharks is to ensure the conservation and

to species associated with southern

management of sharks and their long-

bluefin tuna (SBT). This work will assist

term sustainable use. All members of

the CCSBT to achieve its objectives of the

CCSBT, who contribute to fishing mortality

conservation and optimum utilization of

of shark resources, should participate

SBT.

in the management of shark resources
consistent with the IPOA-Sharks. For

The ERS WG is carefully monitoring

the plan’s objectives to be realized, the

the trends in shark resources caught

collection of relevant and consistent data,

as by-catch, or secondary products in

including commercial data and data leading

SBT fisheries. There is concern over

to improved species identification and

the increase of shark catches and the

ultimately, the establishment of abundance

consequences that this has for the

indices is necessary. This information

populations of some shark species in

can then be used as the basis for the

several areas of the world’s oceans.

conservation, management and sustainable
use of shark resources.

The purpose of this pamphlet is to raise
awareness of the issues associated with

SBT fishermen are therefore requested

shark conservation, management and

to collect and submit data / information

sustainable use and to encourage SBT

on shark resources according to their

fishers to collect and submit accurate

respective competent authority’s

data and information on their shark catch.

instructions.

Accordingly, sections on reporting/data
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Sharks and Fisheries
■

Shark Resources

is used as a food source, teeth are used for

Historically, humans have used sharks as a

jewelry and skin has been used as sandpaper

food resource and, over time, entire industries

to work timber. Shark liver oil is known for its

have evolved from this enterprise.

pharmaceutical benefits. Recently, chondroitin
sulfuric acid extracted from shark cartilage

Shark meat is widely used and distributed in

has been utilised for treating ailments such as

both dried and fresh forms in many parts of the

arthritis. Sharks have also become important to

world. Other shark parts are also utilised for

some diving and sport fishing operations and

medicinal, decorative and cultural purposes. For

some species, such as the spiny dogfish are

example, gelatin found between vertebral joints

used extensively for medical dissection and
scientific experiments.

■

Sustainable Management of

spatial structures. Consequently, the intensive

Sharks in Fisheries

harvesting of sharks has the potential to cause
the depletion of stocks and to result in a slow

According to statistics released by the United

stock recovery.

Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), about one million tons of cartilaginous

Careful and accurate monitoring of shark catch

fishes (the group of fishes to which sharks

data is vital to ensure the conservation and

belong) are used as fishery resources

management of sharks and their long-term

throughout the world. Sharks are often caught

sustainable use. This monitoring cannot be

by longline fishers targeting species such as

achieved without the assistance of the SBT

tuna, but they are often reported as unidentified

fishing industry.

shark catch (Walker 2000).

The guide attached to this pamphlet contains

The FAO IPOA on Sharks notes concern

a list of shark species commonly caught in

over the increase of shark catches and the

SBT fisheries to assist fishers to identify and

consequence which this has for the populations

accurately record shark catch.

of some shark species in several areas of the
world’s oceans. This is because sharks often
have low levels of productivity, long recovery
times in response to over-fishing and complex
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■ Shark Tagging and Recording

In particular, please record the species and

A number of tagging programmes are being

length of any tagged sharks that you catch. Also

carried out on shark species to increase our

record the tag number and when and where

knowledge including aspects of movements,

the shark was caught. Recording additional

age structure, reproduction and longevity. It is

information, such as weight, is certainly

vitally important to ensure that information is

appreciated. Please provide this information

recorded about the catch of any tagged sharks.

to the address on the tag or to your national
fisheries organization.

Biology of Sharks
■

Taxonomy, distribution and

diverse range of environments including the

migration

deep sea, open oceans and coastal zones.

Sharks, rays, skates and chimaeras belong to
the cartilaginous fishes (Chondrichthyes) rather
than the bony fishes. There are approximately
400 species of sharks and about 500 species
of rays. Of these, approximately 20 species of
shark and one ray are caught in tuna longline
fisheries, with blue shark, shortfin mako shark,
porbeagle and thresher sharks caught most

Sharks may also occupy various depths of the
water column between surface and deep water.
Some species are known to migrate between
coastal and oceanic environments at night and
may move between the surface and depths of
several hundred metres during the day. Sharks
usually segregate by sex and age and some
studies have shown that pelagic species, such
as blue and shortfin mako sharks undertake

frequently.
Sharks have evolved and adapted to live in a

large-scale migrations throughout their life
history.

■

Behavior

Sharks are known to occasionally damage

Sharks are predatory animals and are an

human-made installations such as underwater

integral part of the marine ecosystem. For

cables, oceanographic observation equipment

example, salmon sharks hunt salmon and spiny

and fishing gear. This damage often occurs

dogfish hunt herring. Sharks can also be drawn

when equipment emits electromagnetic fields

to certain fisheries and preferred prey species.

that attract or aggravate sharks.

For example tunas caught on hooks can be
attacked by some shark species.
-4-

■

Growth and reproduction

per shark differs widely. For example, blue

It is difficult to generalize about how fast shark

sharks may produce 30 embryos whereas

species grow, as there are wide differences

shortfin mako, grey nurse and thresher sharks

between species. Although many sharks are

produce between 2-4 embryos. For many

not fast growing (unlike most bony fishes)

species, the gestation period is about one year

some species of pelagic sharks exhibit fast

and the reproductive cycles last 1-3 years.

annual growth rate much like tuna and billfish.
Blue sharks mature at 4-6 years for males and

I n s u m m a r y, s h a r k s p e c i e s a r e o f t e n

5-7 years for females and are thought to live

characterized as long-lived, slow growing, and

for about 20 years. Shortfin mako sharks are

produce few offspring. These features make

mature at 7-9 years for males and 18-21 years

them particularly vulnerable to the effects

for females and may live to at least 29 years.

of overfishing as their recovery from fishing
pressure will also be slow. Therefore, careful

Unlike the reproduction strategy of bony fishes,

monitoring, such as the collection of catch

many shark species give birth to a few large-

data, is needed for the management and

sized offspring. The number of viable embryos

conservation of shark resources.

When Sharks Are Caught...
■

Guidelines for handling sharks

• Using a linecutter, cut the line as close to the

Sharks caught on longlines are often alive

hook as possible when freeing the shark. This

and have a good chance of survival if handled

will reduce the amount of line the shark will

correctly and returned to the sea. General

trail behind it.

guidelines to handling sharks caught on or
• If the shark must be brought on deck, minimise

entangled in longlines are:

the time it is out of the water.
• If possible leave the shark in the water.
Hauling them on deck causes stress which
reduces the chances of the shark surviving.
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Image on the front cover(Blue shark) by Les Hata, ©Hawaii Division of Aqutic Resources

